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traktor dj 2 looks and feels native on all
platforms. however, the ios controls are easier

to use, and gives you a better haptic
feedback. which is a good thing. for example,
the touchpad eq control looks like an iphone
or ipod touch with its curvature, and the way
you touch it to activate the effect is perfect.
the keyboard section was also improved to

give a better feel and the library section looks
the same on all platforms, again for the better.
traktor pro 1.2.4 is definitely a much needed
update. as previously mentioned, the traktor

library is identical on all platforms. if you have
a large collection of music, then the traktor
pro 2 library will be enough for you to dive
into. where traktor dj gets you is by adding
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tracks or a new format to your existing library.
the traktor dj plus functionality opens up a
world of possibilities for djs who can add

tracks that can be used in the dj version of
traktor dj 2. these can be found at any

authorised universal music site. the same
features remain in place, which is great. when

you make tracks available to traktor dj 2,
these become part of your traktor library, and
can be tracked by the software just as if they
were in your traktor pro collection. bpms for
all of these tracks are updated as they are

imported to traktor pro. all of the tracks are
added as au plugins, and load automatically
into traktor pro. equipment is being shared

between these two dj applications now, so the
way you save your cues on one dj application

will work fine on the other. and like traktor
pro, and traktor dj 2 are available to purchase

separately. the main thing missing is being
able to access your traktor pro music on

traktor dj 2, or vice versa. unfortunately, this
isnt something traktor dj 2 can compete with,

and they arent concentrating too much on
improving this feature. as a beginner traktor dj
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2 is a better option if you have a large music
collection, or you are looking for a way to

share music between the dj and production
sections of the software.
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